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**************************** 

SPARE PARTS:  Available to paid-up members only. 
Note that our spares officers, like all members of the committee, are volunteers working on Club tasks in 
their spare time.  Where possible, we aim to send spares within 3-4 working days. Please be considerate 
and telephone between 18:00 - 21:00 hours UK time, and not Sundays unless very urgent.  
Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and  other spares. To avoid error, please use 
the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine. 

ALL SPARES ENQUIRIES: please contact Bob Hobbs, details above; BUT be aware that 
we are re-organising our entire spares holding.  Unless your need is very urgent, we would 
appreciate your waiting until further notice (December Globe) before ordering. 
  

Always supply SAE when necessary.   Cheques to be made payable to TROC Ltd. 

Are you changing address in the near future?  Please tell us!  Email, write, or phone 
between 6 and 9pm, to Roger Stone, membership secretary. 

 
The Club Accounts and notes from the AGM are published in the April Globe each year. Members wishing to have a copy of the full Minutes of 
the meeting should contact the Editor; they are available free of charge. 

The views expressed in The Globe are those of the writers and not necessarily those of the editor, nor those of the Triumph Razoredge Owners 
Club Ltd. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of technical advice and information, such advice is heeded entirely at the member’s 
own risk and neither the Club nor any individual shall be in any way liable for injury, loss or damage resulting directly or indirectly from 
reliance on such advice or information. Triumph artwork reproduced by permission of British Motor Industry Heritage Trust. “THE GLOBE" 
is the official newsletter of TROC LTD.  
  

http://www.trocltd.com/
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EDITORIAL         

Dear Members,     IMPORTANT NEWS - PLEASE READ 
We regret to announce that Chris Hewitt, our Chairman and one of our spares holders for many years past, 
has found it necessary to stand down, for business and personal reasons.  Chris has been a stalwart 
member of our Club team, giving unstintingly of time and effort, and was instrumental in organising the 
Club Rallies.  He will continue as an ordinary member, and will continue to liaise with the network of 
suppliers of spares which he has built up over the years.  The Club owes him an enormous debt of 
gratitude. 
As a result, most of Chris’s spares stock is to be temporarily relocated with Bob Hobbs.  Bob already 
looks after most of our high-demand spares items, so receiving, sorting and storing the brakes, suspension 
and steering stock as well is going to take at least a week, probably two.  We also have a small number of 
outstanding spares orders to get despatched as priorities.  We would therefore much appreciate it if any 
further spares orders can be withheld until Bob has had a chance to get properly organised.  If your 
need is very urgent, you may contact Bob (within the times stated opposite), but we are unable to 
guarantee our normal prompt response to requests.  Further news will follow in the December Globe. 
Within this edition you will find a reminder about our Calendar photo competition, news from the 
FBHVC, and our cover story: an epic adventure in a Renown in France, in 1975.  This really is quite a 
remarkable account, wittily written and packed with fascinating observations and anecdotes.  Even if 
you’re not usually a cover-to-cover Globe reader, I urge you to take a good look at this. 
Our ‘What’s On’ section has been dwindling steadily during this covid-affected summer, and has now 
become a list of what’s-off.  We are hoping that next year will see more opportunities to be out in our cars 
and meeting with others - though who can say for sure what the future holds? -  but in the meantime the 
Editor very much appreciates any items you can send in featuring any activities involving our cars at all. 
Finally, do please glance at the For Sale and Wanted pages at the back.  There are two new TDA 
opportunities published this month for the first time, and several other cars which also represent real 
bargains.  If you know anyone who has always had a hankering for owning a classic with as much style 
and grace as our cars offer, do show them what’s available; or give the Editor their name and address and I 
can happily post them an introductory copy.  All the cars for sale can also be seen on our website, at 
www.TROCltd.com . 
 
Best wishes to all, and stay safe! 
_____________________________________________________________________________ Editor 
We welcome new member: 

1267 Robert Taylor in Monmouth, who has FHE 578, TDC 1782 DL. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Our cover pictures for this issue: 
Front – Those were the days: John Bates (centre) and four friends (one is behind the camera) embark on 

their 1975 camping holiday touring French scrap-yards.  Find the full story starting on page 78. 
Rear –  Don’t worry, it’s not really a Razoredge interior; just wishful thinking from recent new member 

Timo Hotti, in Finland, who clearly has a great imagination and good photoshop skills.  I believe 
the picture actually shows a state coach, but - could you do it for real?  Mouthwatering! 

  

http://www.trocltd.com/
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CLUB NEWS:  AGM AND MEETINGS  - ONLINE? 
Due to the coronavirus precautions, we were unable to hold our Annual General Meeting this year.  This is 
normally held in March, at a suitable central location (like Gaydon Motor Heritage).  The main business is 
to confirm the Club officers for the year ahead, to hear and approve the financial statements for the past 
year, and to receive reports from the various officers on their work during the year - membership, spares, 
finance, newsletter, and so forth.  Occasionally there are significant changes to discuss and approve, like 
changes in the membership fees. 
For the most part this is pretty dull stuff, but it is important for the club that we get it right, and that all 
members have the opportunity to raise any complaints or suggestions.  It is also a legal requirement, since 
the Club is a registered limited company.   
The normal attendance at these meetings is very low - usually just the seven or so members of the 
committee, perhaps a spouse or two, and two or three or four club members; these stalwarts are usually 
fairly local to the venue.  This is understandable - club AGMs are not the most riveting pastimes.  We are 
very grateful to members like Graham Beechey, Jim Fender, and in the past David Stansfield, who have 
often attended.  We usually take the low numbers as a sign of members’ general satisfaction with how the 
club is run. 
Now, however, social distancing rules, travelling, and meeting in groups restrictions force us to 
make changes.  We would like to make this an opportunity to improve how we work. 
We are therefore looking at the possibility of using the on-line Zoom program to hold the AGM meeting. 
The major disadvantage of this idea - and one which we are keenly aware of - is that members who do not 
have computer access or an internet connection, or a smartphone, will find it difficult or impossible to take 
part.  We know that 26 members out of our current total of 188 have not supplied email addresses, and 
therefore these members are unlikely to be regular internet users. 
However, holding the AGM online would mean that for the first time our 34 overseas members would be 
able to join the AGM if they choose; and in practical terms, also our members in the more remote areas of 
the UK (the West Country, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Isle of Wight and Channel Islands) who would 
never have been likely to make the journey just for our AGM.  Only one sixth of our membership live 
within 50 miles of Gaydon.  It might well also be that all members would be more likely consider joining 
and on-line meeting for an hour, where they might have balked at spending half a day travelling and 
meeting.  This applies especially to younger members, who might have family commitments and less 
weekend time freely available, but whom we’d like to attract to become more involved in the management 
of the Club.  So this change, if we decide to go for it, might significantly increase our member 
participation in the Club AGM. 
Therefore, a question for you.  If we decided to hold our AGM online, using Zoom, would you have 
any objection?  We can provide guidance on what you need to do, to join a Zoom meeting using a home 
computer, tablet or smartphone.  If you would like to give us your reaction to the idea, by email or post to 
the Editor (contact details inside the front cover, as always) we shall be very pleased to hear from you. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  Please be very cautious when working on or fitting any item to your car, unless 
you take full responsibility for what you’re doing, and you have the necessary level of skill and expertise 
to be sure that the work you undertake on your car leaves it safe and roadworthy.  If in doubt, have work 
done by a properly-qualified professional.  Any accounts given in the GLOBE are only the experiences of 
a member, and are no substitute for a workshop manual; we are sharing ideas and experiences, not 
offering guidance on what might or might not need doing on your car.  
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 FINAL REMINDER!   LAST CHANCE !   OPPORTUNITY CLOSING SOON !  
Don’t miss your chance to have YOUR car featured in TROC’s first-ever month-to-a-page calendar. 
Earlier in the year we invited members to send in pictures during the year for us to make a useful 
calendar/planner, similar to the mock-up seen below.  Several of you have done so, but we don’t yet have 

a full set of 12 good new images.  It would be good to 
have twelve new pictures which have not previously 
been seen in Globes or elsewhere, but if necessary we 
shall revisit some of the best pictures seen in the 
Globe during earlier years, to complete our collection. 
Any pictures submitted need to be high-resolution, but 
most digital cameras and modern smartphones can 
produce pictures of good enough quality. 
We can also edit out intrusive unwanted items like a 
traffic-cone or lamp post in the wrong place. 
We shall try to cover all aspects of Razoredge 
ownership, so pictures of work being done are equally 
welcome - though mostly, we shall be looking for 
great scenery or an interesting association, to make a 
picture we’ll be happy to have on display for a month. 
We shall also need at least one good picture of a 
Razoredge which is not on the road, but is stored 
somewhere awaiting discovery and reawakening, 
because that too is an important part of what the Club 
is here for - it’s not all picnics and road-runs. 
If there is some seasonal association - daffodils, 
summer seaside, or autumnal colour - that will help us 
find images to match the months; but it’s not essential.   

The final selection will be made by our committee in November, and we shall take orders for 
calendars in December.  The cost will be about £5 per calendar, and all successful photo submissions 
will receive one copy.  Our intention is not to have any car featured more than once. 
Therefore: if you have not already had a picture accepted, please have a look through any photos you 
might have taken, preferably but not necessarily this year, and see if there isn’t an image which could 
form part of this historic first calendar.  We shall only repeat the calendar next year if this proves popular, 
so it might be the ONLY calendar! 
Send any images to the Editor (contact details inside front cover) with a little background information 
about when and where the photo was taken. 
Please note:  this opportunity is open to all our members, world-wide.  It would be very good to be able to 
include a car from each continent…  though I admit, Antarctica is going to be difficult. 

The closing date for submissions will be Monday, 9th November. 

Ready….  Steady…….   BAKE!      (Oops. Wrong program. But you can say ‘cheese’ if you really want.) 
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FBHVC ANNOUNCE CHARITY PARTNERSHIP WITH 

CHILDLINE® FOR NATIONAL DRIVE IT DAY 2021 
25 September 2020                                                                                                                

The FBHVC has announced that, in 2021, Drive it Day will be run in 
support of the nationally important charity, the NSPCC’s Childline®. 

The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs introduced Drive it Day in 2005 with the aim of getting 
the nation’s transport heritage out on the roads and seen by the public. Since then, the national celebration 
of Historic Vehicles has successfully increased public awareness of the historic vehicle movement whilst 
bringing a sense of togetherness to the thousands of owners and enthusiasts who attend events and runs up 
and down the country. Those events, held by over 500 member organisations and clubs that make up the 
Federation’s membership, are as varied as the vehicles taking part and often include Drive Outs, Rallies, 
and meetings at local beauty spots or historic sites.  
The Federation sets the date each year to coincide with the anniversary of the 1,000 Mile Trial. At the turn 
of the 20th century, when most considered the motor car as nothing more than a passing fashion 
accessory, the Automobile Club organised a demonstration trial for the spring of 1900 to prove them 
wrong. The trial was to prove motor vehicles on a route from London to Edinburgh and back again. The 
participants covered the 1000 miles in 20 days, but proved to the public that the motor car had a future as 
a reliable mode of personal transport.  
As the role of the FBHVC and of the historic movement evolves 
and we become ever more aware of all our duties to contribute to 
wider society, the Federation has been exploring ways to develop 
National Drive it Day and re-position the event so that, as well as 
fulfilling its aims to raise awareness of the historic vehicle 
movement, we can also use it as an opportunity to contribute to 
society. 
Therefore, it is with great pleasure that the FBHVC has announced 
it will run the 2021 Drive it Day, scheduled for April 25th, in 
support of the NSPCC’s Childline® service. 
During the current pandemic, vulnerable young people have been 
less visible to professionals and their safety nets have fallen away. 
Home isn’t always a safe place for a child. Children have also 
been exposed to more potential risks at home as parents and carers 
have come under increasing pressures from the current challenging 
times.  The NSPCC’s Childline® service – 0800 11 11 – has 
remained a vital lifeline for those children who feel they have no 
one else to turn to, holding 19,000 counselling sessions a month 
since lockdown began.       2020 Don’t-Drive-It day… Jim Shotter stayed  

at home.  Better luck in 2021?     . 
David Whale, FBHVC Chairman said, “The COVID-19 pandemic is the greatest challenge that the world 
has faced in a generation. So, the FBHVC asks all historic vehicle owners and enthusiasts to join in with 
us on Drive it Day, Sunday 25 April  2021, to not only continue our work to raise awareness of the 
freedoms needed by the historic vehicle movement, but also to contribute something special and help 
ensure Childline® is still there for those children who need help. Our passion can make a huge difference 
to his hugely deserving charity.”   
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OUT AND ABOUT 
Below, Andrew and Alison Stacey in Cornwall celebrated their car’s 70th birthday.  This is TDB 2262 DL, 
first registered in September 1950 in Birmingham. At least the registration is KOV 461, not KOV 19, or 

we might start to feel a little anxious. 
 
Paul Collard’ car TDB 3907 DL sent its 
congratulations - being a Truro NRL 
registration, as you can see from the plate - 
and will be reaching the 70 milestone next 
year itself. 

 
Paul was out at Herstmonceux in darkest Sussex.  Darkest is important in this context: it is at the Royal 
Observatory, built there in 1947-58 (contemporary with our cars).  Flamsteed’s original 1675 Royal 
Observatory at Greenwich had since the 1800s been increasingly hampered by London smog and London 
lights, both becoming worse as the city expanded to envelop the Greenwich area, and Herstmonceux 
Castle grounds was the spot selected as the new home of the Observatory. 

The Prime Meridian which defines the 
longitude of the whole world was originally 
defined at Greenwich, and Herstmonceux 
continued to play an important role in defining 
navigational time.  The six ‘pips’ marking the 
precise time were originally generated from 
the atomic clocks at Herstmonceux and sent to 
the BBC by landline; today the BBC can be 
trusted to generate them itself. 
Herstmonceux is closed to visitors at the 
moment, but Paul was able to get some 
memorable images from the car park, 
including the verdigris-green copper domes of 
the array of telescopes. 
Top image: Andrew Stacey; lower, Paul Collard  
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AN ADVENTURE IN FRANCE, 1975 
Our cover picture shows John Bates, one of the founder members of TROC (membership number 5), with 
three of the four friends with whom he set off in PLD 234 on a camping trip around France in 1975. 
The logistics of the trip bear thinking about for a 
moment.  It is possible to fit five adults in a 
Renown, though it’s a bit of a squeeze, and the 
middle passenger in the rear seat is not very 
comfortable because of the transmission tunnel.  
You wouldn’t want to do it for any great distance 
- so how about for a fortnight?  Then, add all the 
luggage, including camping gear?  Only with the 
enthusiasm of youth could you contemplate it. 
John owned three Razoredges, in a fairly short 
space of time.  The other two were KXF 941, a 
TDA; then FRD 144, which John bought from the 
Club’s historian, John Bath, and which after 
several changes of ownership and a change of 
registration to 461 UXA, still survives and is now   
owned by our member Len Eaves, in Derbyshire.    Don’t worry, we’ll fit it all in somehow. 
The tour car, PLD 234, was a very late TDC which had been first registered in September 1954, close to 
the end of the production run for Razoredges.  As the friends set off in 1975, the car was aged 21 years, 
and had already recorded 69,538 miles; they added 1,300 miles to that total on their trip.  The car had cost 
John £150, which was a substantial sum in those days, not by any means an ‘old banger’ price - in 1975 I 
was earning around £155 a month before tax as a degree-qualified young teacher; so today it would be 
about equivalent to spending £2,000 - £3,000 to buy perhaps a well-preserved 1998 Mercedes or Volvo 
for your expedition.  No British-made car really fits the bill - the Rover Sterling finally ceased production 
in 1999, but…?  John comments: “I've always maintained that the last proper British cars were made in 
1954. This was the year the last Riley RMs, the Triumph Razoredge saloons, and a number of other 
basically pre-war wonders rolled off the production lines. This old tank proved their reliability. She never 
missed a beat.”  Sadly, neither this car nor KXF 941 survive today - so far as we know. 
What follows are extracts from John’s own account of their travels, and photographs they took.  The group 
were particularly interested in the remnants of the previous generation of cars and trucks, and this was a 
pivotal time in French history: as in the UK, the sluggish recovery from the war meant that there were still 
plentiful relics of the thirties, forties and fifties, abandoned and neglected (or in some cases still in use), 
which would be swept away by modernisation in the seventies and eighties.  Because of the greater land 
area of France, and the larger proportion of small-town and village life, France was lagging behind Britain 
by five or ten years, and John’s camera was able to record these sights at a critical time.  We are fortunate 
that John has attention to detail and a sharp memory, and that they took so many photographs. 
JOHN BATES’ ACCOUNT 
French camping areas were a revelation to us Brits back in the 70s. We were confronted by such oddities 
as TOILETS, and SHOWERS.  Our caravan camping holidays had up to this point involved an old shed in 
the corner of a field with, if lucky, a Portaloo over an Elsan chemical toilet... or just a hole, with energetic 
flies busily buzzing around it; and, perched precariously beneath the caravan, a bucket, to catch the water 
from the caravan sink.  Now we were confronted with 'cleanliness'. 
We are on our way after disembarking at Calais, with stick-on yellow plastic headlight covers over the 
headlamps, designed to throw the headlamp beams across for driving on the wrong side of the road. As we 
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British drive on the proper side, it stands to reason that all the Johnny Foreigners drive on the wrong side...  
l could have tilted my headlights around to achieve the same effect, but nuts to ‘em l say... 

 
Anyway, there in the background is the island of Mont-Saint-Michel. This view no longer exists as the old 
causeway has been replaced by a bland modern roadway, which succeeds in ruining the whole ambience 
of that first view of the place. 
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WISH YOU WERE HERE... 
I've just found some postcards posted during the first few days of our 1975 tour. They were posted the day 
we pulled over by the petrol station in the photograph on the opposite page.  The cards reminded me that 
we went to ‘a local wingding' the night before. That evening we had driven out towards Chateau Dun, but 
were diverted off the dark road by a gendarme into a field. The field was full of parked cars. Puzzled, we 
got out, and another gendarme cheerfully ushered us through the gate into another field. Here we found a 
village fair, with side shows, games and whirligigs, all lit by coloured lights. 
Everyone was talking and laughing at once, trying to make themselves heard above the multiplicities of 
music speakers all playing different tunes. It seemed that the whole local gendarmerie had turned out for 
the occasion, and they seemed to know everyone and were calling from stall to stall, trying to win a 
cuddly toy or knock down a coconut. To our English eyes it was strange to see that they all carried guns. 
The card goes on to say that 'everyone is so friendly!'  That summed up our first impression of France. 
In the mid 70s the most common motors of interest in French scrapyards were the Citroën Light and 
Heavy Fifteens, made famous by Inspector Maigret in the 1960s TV series. Just a few of those seen on our 
journey are shown here. 

    

    
 

    
 
On the left, a Mercedes-Benz 170, produced from 1935 to 
1942. Right, another Citroën 'Traction Avant', produced 
from 1934 to 1957. Both these cars were popular with the 
German armed forces during the war, and both French and 
German civilians lost their cars to the Wehrmacht. 
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There is a story concerning this photograph. As we were 
loading up, a well to do young Frenchman came up and 
offered to swap his new BMW convertible for the 
Renown!  When you consider that the Triumph had cost 
me £150 you can see that this was financially the offer of a 
lifetime.  I told him however that it was impossible, for 
five people, tents and luggage couldn't be made to fit into a 
two seater car. It took us an hour to get set for the road and 
in the meantime he came back again, pleading to make the 
exchange. No good, and as we drove away he stood by his 
gleaming convertible, and I swear he was crying. 
 

Right, Château Dun looms above the town. The car evoked a 
great deal of interest wherever we went. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the road…  wrong side…  
 
 
The Renown sits waiting whilst we do the French 
thing further down the road. 
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French bread, yummy today.  Rock hard tomorrow... 

 
 
In the 1970s French farming was reminiscent 
of how it was in Britain in the 1950s. 
 

Our tour continued south to Falaise, by 
1975 a quiet, beautiful area on the 
approach to the Seine. In 1944 this was 
an area of horror, as various German 
military divisions attempted to escape 
the allied advance. Throughout the war, 
contrary to the Nazi propaganda films, 
much of the German war machine was 
horse drawn. At Falaise the narrow 
corridor to the Seine was jammed by 
columns of horse drawn wagons 
interspersed amongst the motorised 
vehicles.  
Under constant aerial bombardment 
dead horses soon blocked movement, 
and a rain of death wiped out 10,000 
German soldiers, with 25,000 

Falaise is the birthplace of William the Conqueror, whose statue towers over our  
Triumph Renown parked below it. In the foreground is a Citroën 'Ami'. 

wounded, 40,000 captured, and 500 tanks and assault weapons 
lost. With the bodies of men and animals left rotting till 
November, General Eisenhower declared the area the closest he 
had seen to Dante's Inferno, and a health hazard. 
We knew little of the details of this as we rolled into Falaise, 
although we expected to find one or two remnants of a battle we 
had heard of vaguely before we set out.  At first it was part of the 
adventure. We found a German fire engine with a body made of 
papier-mâché, and blagged a ride on a BMW military sidecar 
outfit.          Opel 'Blitz' Kfz 305 three ton lorry. Late in the 
war as  Germany ran out of materials, even this fire support vehicle was provided with doors and rear bodywork made of paper-
mache.  Not a great idea for a fire engine, but it was still in fine condition. 
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And then - we were taken inside a building, and shown a room which resembled an up-market clothes 
warehouse.  
There we were shown racks of carefully stored clothes all in transparent plastic protective covers. We 
were being shown hundreds of German army uniforms of all sorts of divisions and ranks, some still 
decorated with awards such as tank destruction badges. 
We were looking at uniforms stripped from the dead, stripped by the cheery man who was showing us 
around.  Many of the uniforms were immaculate, except for the bullet and shrapnel holes, and the long 
congealed pools of blood stains leaked out around the holes. We came out of the building, past rows of 
wrecked German lorries and cars, all in various states of damage, all dragged off the road by our host back 
in 1944 - but I had lost interest in taking pictures. 

The following day we were driving not far away, near Vimoutiers, when we came across the remains of a 
German half-track, sticking out of a vast hedge. I left the others in the car and crawled through what had 
been the engine bay. Scrambling through the black interior of the half-track, l emerged into a long 
abandoned field surrounded on all sides, except for a locked gate, by the vast hedge. The field was full of 
long abandoned German heavy armour, trucks, and motor cars. 

 
 
Remains of a 'Demag' SdKfz 250 half-track, which 
provided the secret entrance to a hidden scrapyard 
of abandoned German vehicles. 
 

 
Right, a Panzerkampfwagen 11 SdKfz 141/1 part- 
hidden on the edge of the field. 

 
 
Panzerkampfwagen 11 SdKfz 141/1 amongst other 
armour hidden in the field. Much of the equipment 
was completely buried. Even walking through the 
grass was risky with hidden jagged remains 
everywhere. 
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And then, as I stood in waist high grass, surrounded 
by silence, I saw the grass moving. Something was 
coming towards me, maybe an Alsatian! I was 
certain I was about to meet a very unwelcoming 
canine avenger. And then it was upon me: the grass 
parted, and there... was a billy goat! We stared at 
each other and I laughed with relief  "Allo mate!" I 
said, ruffling his head. "Not getting very far with 
this grass are you?" - but he just looked, and 
continued chewing.  I had forgotten he could only 
understand French. 

Above, the hulk of a petroleum tanker, vital to 
move mechanised armies. Make unknown. 
 
 
Today German armoured equipment is becoming 
increasingly collectable. The materials hidden 
around this field would be of great interest today, 
but even in 1975, 31 years after the battle, it was 
all too far gone. A further 45 years on, it’s just 
history. 
 
 
Pre-war relics nestled amongst the more recent 
wrecks in every scrapyard. 
 
 
Left, one of many obscure makes to be found all 
over France in the 70s. 
 
 

 
 
A large capacity Renault truck and an unknown 
two stroke motorcycle. 
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Peugeot truck converted from a saloon car. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Large capacity Renault saloon. The sign 
indicates it is for restoration. It’s doubtful it 
was saved, because there were a lot of these 
sliding-bonnet Renaults in the scrapyards. 
 
In 1975 most post-war vehicles were of little interest to me, and this is still the case today. However some 
did manage to move me enough to bring my finger down on the camera shutter. 

One picture here for instance concentrates on a 1940s 
Peugeot 02, 03 or 04. Not sure which, but they were 
produced from 1938 to the early 1950s. Behind it is a 
Citroën DS 21, known to us as a 'shark;’ an interesting 
and collectable car today.  I photographed none of these, 
though the dozen or so scrapyards we called on were 
full of them.  A failing of insight, looking back. 
One day l met a Dutch man who owned one, he called it 
a 'Snook'.  I asked what that meant, he said it meant 'big 
fish'... so there you go. 

 
 
This little cutie is a Panhard Dyna X 86 of about 
1951 vintage, it had been dumped, but was in 
excellent fettle externally. 
 

 
 
Another view of the Panhard. This would be someone's 
pride and joy today. 
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1956 Renault. A very popular vehicle in the 1950s, 
here still in use in 1975. 

 
 

Another 1950s Renault still in service. 
 

 
 
 
 
Another Peugeot 402, a stylish motor car, 
and when it was new, in white, would have 
made a lovely car to drive. 
 
 
 
 

 
A baby Peugeot, a 202, produced from 1938 to 
1942, but also reintroduced from 1946 to 1949. 

 
An unusual machine to British eyes. It's a Magnat Debon 
350cc side-valve single, circa 1937. 
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We called at Le Mans, and in the cathedral there we met a man who lived on the Penn Road in 
Wolverhampton. From there we drove on to Chartres. One evening on our journey we arrived in a small 
town and parked up, to suddenly find ourselves in a strange confrontation. 
A British registered Bedford 'Utilabrake' van caravan conversion had run into one of a series of small 
concrete bollards set around the edge of the car park, and the front wheels were aiming in different 
directions where the steering had been damaged. Nearby stood a small man desperately pulling on a 
hysterical woman who was beating the chest of a gendarme, whilst another policeman looked on in 
bewilderment. 
The man was the driver of the Bedford, and as he tried to restrain his wife he asked us for help as he 
couldn't communicate with the police officers. It became one of those politically incorrect Fawlty Towers 
'Barcelona' moments, where we explained her behaviour by apologising and informing them that she was 
Italian, not one of us calm collected British types. 
This, oddly enough, seemed to satisfy them, and by now her husband had pulled her away from the 
officer, so an air of sanity began to return. The gendarme was able to direct the man to a garage, tidied up 
his police uniform, and decided to let the incident slide.  We felt for the couple though, with wrecked 
steering, so far from home. “There but for the Grace of Fate” etc.. 
On again to St Malo, where the wonderful walls surrounding the town seemed to be in marvellous 
condition for their age. It was only when we got home that we found we had been walking around a 
replica. The town had been obliterated in the war, as the German soldiers stationed there had been ordered 
by the lunatic in Berlin to fight to the end, or rather, to their own end. Considering the Germans had 
allowed the civilians to leave before the bombing, this seemed a sad end, both for them and for the historic 

town. 
Close to the coast we came across a quarry. 
The nearest truck was immediately 
recognised as an Opel 'Blitz', an ex-
Wehrmacht Mittlerer Lkw Opel Blitz, same 
as the fire engine we met earlier, but with 
truck body and altered cab and doors. 

The front one was a rare sight even in 1975. It’s a Renault 
AHN, produced from 1942 to 47. A great many of these 
were used by the German forces in France, but almost 
none seem to have survived. 
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We spent a final day on the 
coast enjoying the sunshine, 
and it was the sunny sands 
and the beach parties that 
set our minds to our 
returning one day, and 
driving through the Alps on 
minor roads, to San Tropez.  
And that's eventually what 
we did. 
 

 
 
The Renown bids farewell to the  
Great French Scrapyard Tour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All images and text courtesy of John Bates; we are grateful to John for allowing us to share this 
fascinating archive. 
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WORKS IN PROGRESS 
Mike Sampson, whose bare-metal repairs to his doors were seen in the August Globe, is happy to report 
good progress:  “A brief update on progress for the car.  It is now back in full colour with clearcoat and 
should be back with the restorer this week to commence the rebuild.  The colour is Ford Windsor Grey, 
the same colour that it has been in since 1960 when Norman's Uncle Gordon, who owned the car, had it 
resprayed after a trip to Spain through Andorra and over the Pyrenees.  It needed a new engine from the 
factory following that trip as well! 
I've attached a couple of photos taken at the paint-shop last week.  Regards,   Mike.” 

 
 
 
 
 
Images courtesy of Mike 
Sampson 

 
 

Meanwhile in Huntingdonshire, Brendan and Mike Little did get a set of doors which they needed from 
Roy in Dartford, with whom we had managed to put them in touch - so the Globe does act as successful 
clearing-house at times.  Quite often, in fact.  Many of the items in our ads pages are old, but one day 
they’ll be needed, and when they are it can be crucial to the viability of a restoration.  (If you’ve now sold 
what you offered, PLEASE let the Editor know so that our ‘shop window’ only contains the real McCoy.) 
Brendan and Mike now urgently need a rear window glass for a TDC  - so if you can help, please 
contact them on 01223 967 568.   
(TDB or earlier won’t do - it is a different size.)  They are prepared to travel any reasonable distance to 
collect, and the lack of this glass is holding up progress on the bodywork, so it’s quite urgent.  

Images from  
‘Before’ and ‘during’ pictures - we look forward to sharing more images from this restoration next time. 
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WHAT’S ON: RECENT AND FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

A list of suggested events which might be of interest to help you plan your motoring activities. 
If you know of a good event in your area, please recommend it. Emails to the Editor. 
  

If you are out in your car – do please send us some pictures afterwards! 
(It doesn’t have to be super-special.  It’s always good to share Razoredges out and about.) 

Saturday 3rd October - 
was CANCELLED.  It 
will be held on Sat Oct 
4th in 2021 instead, 
they hope. 

The Swiss Classic British Cars Meeting  in Morges, 
Switzerland is now OFF this year. Morgan and Triumph 
were to have been the featured makes this year. The 
organisers send their regrets. 

RBRR cancelled for 
this year - was to have 
been late October 

The Club Triumph Round-Britain Reliability Run is also postponed until 
2021, contrary to what was said in the last Globe.  The decision was left until 
mid-September, in hopes that the coronavirus restrictions which had been 
gradually relaxing, would continue to do so - but it is now clear that infections 
are rising again, restrictions are being re-imposed, and it would be frivolous and 
unwise to attempt an event like this which would have created avoidable risks.  
Sorry - but there it is. 

ITEMS FOR SALE AND WANTED; OFFERS OF SERVICE 
Advertisers are asked to keep an eye on their advertisements in subsequent issues of the Globe, and to inform the editor 
when items are no longer for sale, or no longer sought.   Email editor@trocltd.com . 

Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and  other spares. To avoid 
error, please use the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine. 

TROC offers no guarantee of the bona fides of any advertiser.  Members transacting business with any 
member or non-member do so entirely at their own risk and are recommended to take all normal precautions 
when doing so. You are strongly recommended to ascertain the suitability of parts or cars to your 
requirements. 
NEWLY FOR SALE: LONG-CHERISHED 1949 TDA 617 DL, reg EG 9503. 
Alan and Eileen Curant, who have been TROC members since the seventies, have now decided that the 
time has come to part with their early TDA.  The car is believed to be mechanically sound, and has a 
reconditioned engine, but having been laid-up in dry storage for over 40 years, is in need of a thorough 
restoration.  Neighbour Shaun Conway is dealing with the sale and can arrange viewing; offers in the 
region of £3,000.  Contact Shaun on 07825 854 324 or 01920 485 345; . 

More pictures on website 

 
  

mailto:editor@trocltd.com
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ALSO NEWLY ON THE MARKET: Members may remember reading about our member Tooy 
Norris’s purchase and progress pictures with HWX 806, TDA 509 DL.  Tony is a professional restorer, 
and finds business has now become so brisk that he cannot justify spending time on this car.  They would 
be happy to complete the restoration for you - but it would have to be as a paid job.  The chassis is 
stripped and prepared, and reassembly ready to begin.  For details of the current status of the car and price, 
contact Tony on 07817 597 880. 
FOR SALE: We have been contacted by Belinda Manning, 
who is trying to arrange the sale of this car on behalf of her 
parents.  Ron Wright was a TROC member for a while back in 
about 2006, and the car is TNO 606, TDB 5406 DL.  We have 
some pictures, seen below, and I’m told the car is drivable at the 
moment though it needs attention on one or two points.  If 
anyone is interested, please contact the Editor and we can put 
you in touch.  The car is located in Banstead, Surrey - between 
Croydon and Leatherhead. 
FOR SALE, Rear jacking points for TD and TDA models, £85; RF95 voltage regulators, reconditioned 
with new parts, £75; Temperature gauge capillary tube repairs, £85. Postage extra. Keith Gulliford, Tel: 
02380 734 832. Email; keith.gulliford@talktalk.net. 
FOR SALE: TDB 986, LKB 435, in generally poor condition, is 
advertised for £3,000.  This is an intended restoration which belongs to 
ex-member Stirling Beauchamp, whose health now requires the sale.  
The car is in the Tewkesbury area.  Contact Stirling on 07886 297 410. 
FOR SALE: one remaining white Razoredge from member George 
Wyatt, of Barnsley. He has been operating a wedding car service, but is 
retiring and the cars have to go.  Two have sold, and one remains: a 1949 
TDA in Brilliant White, GSG 927.  For further details and price, please contact George on 01226 752 830.  
As you would expect with wedding cars, it has been well-maintained and is generally immaculate in 
appearance. 
FOR SALE: a cream-coloured TDB 4134 DL, KWK 993, which has been in the same family for 60 years 
and in use as a wedding car; but the owner is now retiring, selling his car repair business, and 
concentrating on a mini as his preferred classic.  It is in good mechanical and cosmetic condition; always 
dry-stored.  Situated in Poole, Dorset.  Contact Gary Allard on 01202 738 264 or 07946 378 564 for 
further details; offers are invited in the region of £8,750. 

FOR SALE: I have for sale a complete service instruction manual for the Vanguard/ Triumph Renown. 
Also additional manuals for the Laycock overdrive unit and Wilmot Breeden door locks included. The 
manual is in very good complete condition – no oily thumbprints or torn pages. The asking price is £20.00 
+ postage (or collection available if desired).  Should any of your members be interested, they should 
make contact by phoning 01487 898053.  John Francis. 

FOR SALE: a Workshop Manual for the Vanguard/Renown, good condition, 
ring-binder between stiff green board covers, £50.  Also a 1952 (TDC) Driver’s 
Handbook, £20; a copy of Staton Abbey’s “The Book of Triumph Cars”, a 
technical summary of the 1800, 2000, Renown, Mayflower and TR models - 
paperback; and a radiator cap with ‘flaming torch’ mascot - make me an offer.  
Contact 07999 518 584. 

mailto:keith.gulliford@talktalk.net
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WANTED: Tool Set – Paul Collard would like to acquire a complete and authentic set of tools as 
originally supplied with the car.  If you have a complete set or just some of the components available, (see 
the article by Dick Mower in the October 2015 Globe for chapter and verse of what there was) – please 
contact Paul on 07935 385 779 . 
FOR SALE: parts for sale, including: assorted door handles, headlamps (need re-chroming).  Some 
dashboard instruments.  One wheel, fairly good condition.  Contact: Colin Baxter, phone number 07860 
605079. Cheshire. 
WANTED – the following parts for 1954 TDC: interior boot light; starting handle, rubber headlight 
gasket, globe badge for bumper  Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath Road, Alresford, Essex  CO7 8DT; phone 
01206 825 319. 
FOR SALE TDB 2024 registered NUM 629.  No MoT, some work required on bodywork.  Good running 
engine and £400-worth of spares and workshop manual will be included in this reluctant sale.  More 
details from David Jones on 07833 059 154. 
FOR SALE: TDB 1671 DL  ERD 681, engine 1677E,  near Reading. Owned by the same family since 
new. Would make a good project for someone who would like to give the car some much-needed 
attention. Needs work, but we are open to enquiries and offers.  Please contact John or Julie Sibley on 
01491 628 544. 
FOR SALE – the fifth-oldest known Razoredge, TD 919 DL, registration GHP 909, first 
registered June 1947.  This car is described as complete, original and untouched, and has 
been stored dry for thirty or forty years.  Believed to have had only one owner; full 
documentation believed to be available. Offers in the region of £6,000. Contact Seamus 
Nugent, in Newry, Co Down, Northern Ireland: phone 0035 3876 879 053 or 02830 868 
493. 
FOR SALE: TDB 2093 DL, MAR 521, first registered 15th September 1950.  Engine No V4636FJ.  
The vehicle has had 3 owners since new. The last MoT expired May 14th 1983.  The car has been garaged 
since then; the engine was last run in 2014.  Fulcrum pins and bushes for both offside and nearside are 
required, also rear exhaust pipe.  Other spares are available as part of the sale. Original handbook. The 
leatherwork and carpets are in very good order including boot.  The vehicle is sold as seen; OFFERS 
OVER £5,000.  Bedfordshire; telephone 01525 712 947, J E Washington. 
FOR SALE: One wheel (no tyre) DRO 4½” Jx 16” SR; 1 wheel (no tyre) 4”x16”. Both have just been 
powder-coated silver.  2x inner front wings for TDB. Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath Road, Alresford, 
Essex  CO7 8DT; phone 01206 825 319. 
FOR SALE, TD spares, steering column and box; some front suspension parts.  Contact Bob on 01959 
533216 (near M25 J4). 
FOR SALE: Pair of alloy door hinge pillars. Contact  Irving Dalton on 01430 860 833 or Email 
sue@sdalton.plus.com 
FOR SALE: A club member, Ruskin Spiers, is in Australia, but his car is not.  Ruskin has emigrated, and 
as a result is selling HNP 999, TDA 424 DL, which has been stored for many years in the basement of a 
block of flats.  Ruskin explains: “We’ve had it since about 1987 and it was put into dry storage in Sussex 
in 1990. It needed work / restoration then but has not changed in the last 30 years as where it lives is 
completely dry and warm storage under flats. The car is in the UK but I now live in Australia and hence 
am going to sell it. I have pictures taken from my last trip back. If you know of anyone who may be 
interested by all means pass on my email. Thanks.” 

mailto:sue@sdalton.plus.com
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
As a reward for getting this far: 
When one door closes, another one opens. 
Apart from that, it’s a pretty good car. 



 

Timo says he has nearly finished refurbishing the interior. 


